Abstract
Introduction
SEE (Single Event Effect) is a kind of ionization effect. It refers to the phenomenon of a large number of charged particles pour into the electronic devices' sensitive area. SEE is one of the leading space radiation effects which caused failure or abnormal of airborne equipment. SEU (Single Event Upset) and SEL (Single Event Latchup) are two kinds of SEE phenomena which endanger the chips most. Therefore, they got wide range of attention. When high-energy particles, either in the air or on the ground, strike to the sensitive node of storage location or time sequence unit, the data in the logic device or memory would change due to the amount of electronic-hole pairs caused by ionization effect, at this moment, SEU has taken place [1] [2] .
SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) chips possess a super-speed and high stability in data storage, which made them widely used in aerospace system. In recent years, with the development of deep sub-micron technology, in order to meet the growing demand of integration and low power consumption, the size of the integrated device and the working voltage gradually reduced. When applied to airborne electronic equipment, these chips show the extreme sensitivity of SEU. With the continuous progress of integrated circuit technology, SEU is not only a serious problem in space environment, but also gradually becomes a worthy question in the low altitude and ground environment [3] [4] . This paper focus on the problem of read/write errors in SRAM memory caused by SEU failure, set up a visual SEU failure test platform using NI HSDIO (High Speed Digital Input Output) card and LabVIEW software. The host computer executes the task of data acquisition and failure state real-time monitoring; on the testing board, the same specific test vectors based on March C-algorithm are written to the reference SRAM and under-test SRAM. Experiments show that the platform could display the SEU failure index number of under-test SRAM, complete the testing work correctly. This testing system has high real-time performance, could make quick response to failure state. At the same time, data processing task are performed on the host computer, not only saves the hardware cost, but also improves the working efficiency.
In this paper, the testing system is introduced from the following aspects, the first part is the basic theory of March C-algorithm, the second part includes the main components and principle of the testing system, the third part introduces the working process and results analysis, the fourth part brings up the conclusion.
March C-algorithm Description
March algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm in memory test. Finite state machine is used to perform read and write operation one by one until all addresses are covered, ensure that each test vector between any two bytes occur at least once "00", "01", "10" and "11". For the sake of checking the influence of read/write order, address increasing and decreasing operations are respectively used [5] . March algorithm is a byte oriented algorithm, a series of operations are carried out at a storage unit then move to the next one. The works include the inside test of each unit and also faults among them. Through continuous read and write operations, the system could detect almost all the memory faults.
March algorithm is put forward by Marinescu in the year of 1982, it could detect the fixed faults, the conversion faults and most of the coupling faults in a memory. In 1991, Van DE Goor proposed March C-algorithm based on the basic principle of March C, lower its complexity but could obtain the same fault coverage. The basic operation steps of March C-algorithm is as follows: [6] [7] M0: in accordance with any address order, write 0 to all the storage units; M1: in accordance with the rising address order, read 0 from all the storage units, and write 1 to them; M2: in accordance with the rising address order, read 1 from all the storage units, and write 0 to them; M3: in accordance with the decreasing address order, read 0 from all the storage units, and write 1 to them; M4: in accordance with the decreasing address order, read 1 from all the storage units, and write 0 to them; M5: in accordance with any address order, read 0 from all the storage units;
In this paper, the lower eight data bits of SRAM are checked to find the failure of SEU. Based on March C-algorithm, four kinds of test vectors "0x00", "0xFF", "0x55" and "0xAA" are written to the reference SRAM and under-test SRAM, guarantee that each storage unit's each bit could complete 0/1 data traversal.
The Main Components and Principle of Testing System
The mainly function of the system is to test the data correctness in SRAM chips. Data collected from the receiving end, whether in reference SRAM or under-test SRAM, are all real-time compared to judge whether SEU failure happened. The testing system mainly consists of the following modules, as shown in Figure 1 :
Figure 1. Main components of the testing system
The 6548 digital card is embedded in the PXIe-1082 chassis. It undertakes the task of data and commands transmission in the whole system. LabVIEW software could help users controlling the test work conveniently on a visual interface. The FPGA minimum system development board connected with two pieces of SRAM chips: in testing process, the same vectors are written to the two SRAM chips at the same time through the Verilog HDL language which programmed based on March C-algorithm [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The brief introduction of LabVIEW visual test platform
LabVIEW visual test platform includes initialization module, data acquisition module and results analysis module. Initialization module is to complete the configuration of 6548 card, such as acquisition channels selection and sampling clock frequency definition, it also set the file storage path of the received data and their comparison results. The working state of data acquisition module is shown in Figure 2 , 6548 card collect the data from the two SRAM chips and send them to LabVIEW software for further analysis. The comparison results displayed on LabVIEW front panel in real time, SRAMs' current state could be judged by the color of the lights, whether they are in read/write state or the failure happened. Comparison results are displayed in the form of digital waveform graph, "0" indicates that the SEU failure is not happened at the current address, "1" indicates that SEU failure is detected. Progress indicates the March C-algorithm steps (M0 ~ M5) executed currently, implementation schedule indicates the completion of the whole state machine cycle. This module could monitor the working state of the system at any time, so, the platform improves the testing efficiency greatly.
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Figure 2. Working state of the data acquisition module
The results analysis module displays all the data acquired from the two SRAMs, counts SEU faults and calculates the error rate. Error addresses and data bits could be tracked conveniently and accurately through the failure index number, thus debugging time is saved and the reliability of test work enhanced. In addition, the collected data, the comparison results and failure index numbers will be stored in the file, easy to verify the results and make deep analysis.
Test vectors ejected procedure
FPGA board's mainly function is to control the read or write operation of the two SRAM chips. Verilog HDL language is used in this paper to write the programs of finite state machine based on March C-algorithm. Suppose that the test vector of each data bit is "0", figure 3 describes the transitions of the relationship between the states:
Among them, the "idle" state indicates that SRAM chips are neither in the state of read nor write; the SRAM operation addresses and read/write enable signals are configured in the states of "setting1" and "setting2"; the states of "address add" and "address minus" complete the operation addresses' transition after the "read before write" in the same storage unit; The whole state machine judges the transition condition according to the addresses information and some additional control signals [12] . 
Test Process and Results Analysis
Functional simulation of the testing system
Modelsim is used to simulate this test. March C-algorithm's M1 step is simulated as shown in figure 4 . Among them, "sram1_addr" and "sram2_addr" respectively refers to the current operation address of the two SRAM chips; "data_from_sram" and "sram_data" shows the data read from the current address of SRAMs and the data on the SRAMs data cable separately; "rd_cnt" and "wr_cnt" indicate the numbers of read or write operations; "state" and "next" mean the current state and the next state the program would jump to. It could be seen from the diagram, when the operation addresses change, "rd_cnt" changes prior to "wr_cnt" and the read operation begins: as shown of the signals "sram1_data" and "sram2_data", data "55" are read from SRAM chips which were written into them at the last step of M0, and then the data are transferred to "data_from_sram1" and "data_from_sram2", after this, the new data "AA" are written to the same operation addresses, at last, addresses would change and the new cycle come.
The type of SRAM chips used in this paper shares one cable to judge whether it is in the state of read or write: at the low voltage SRAM could be written, else, it is in the state of read. As shown in the picture, if SRAM chips are not in the state of read, "data_from_sram1" and "data_from_sram2" are all in the state of high impedance, there are not any outputs from the acquire channels. The simulation analysis result has shown that the state machine could well complete the basic function of March C-algorithm, thus the testing work could be carried out successfully.
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Test for SRAM chips
Click the "begin" button on LabVIEW front panel, 6548 card start the sample clock to monitor the data on the acquisition channels. The "read number" and "write number" display read and write operations at the step of M0~M5. Parallel to the data acquisition progress, 6548 card checks the completion status of the program, when a complete state machine cycle is performed successfully, "test done" dialog box popped up to instruct the user to complete the test work.
Different from the traditional behavior which distribute data comparison and results analysis to FPGA, in this paper, LabVIEW daemon is used to assume these responsibilities, on one side, such conduct reduces signal transmission channels, saves the hardware cost, and on the other side, it decreases the workload of FPGA and shortens the test cycle. In this mode, the host controller and the slave one share the tasks and work at the method of streamline, give LabVIEW full play to the function of data processing. Experiments have proven this mode could improve the test efficiency to a great extent. In the result analysis module, all acquired data will be written into arrays. Table 1 shows the results when the failure occurred, the error data bits could be found conveniently and quickly [13] [14] . According to literature [15] , 90nm SRAM's relative SEU rate in FITs/kbit is 1.0. Depend on Table 1 , there are 2 failures occurred at ten addresses, the frequency of system clock is 1ms, it could be reckoned this SRAM's relative SEU rate in FITs/kbit is 0.075, this mean time between failures is far less than 1.0, and there are reasons to certify this testing system's reliability.
Conclusions
Based on March C-algorithm, in this paper, an SEU failure testing platform of SRAM chips is built. The system realizes the function of virtual instrument's control to the traditional ones in a visual interface. This system could monitor the failure status and testing progress, display the SEU failure data bits and track the failure addresses quickly, make the test work simple. In addition, the system has good environmental adaptability and extensible ability. Other different chips could develop corresponding test functions based on it.
